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Abstract

The Aharonov-Bohm effect has been calledtopological; it is also claimed to sug-
gest a world made of loops. I will argue that if the effect is topological, so are
electrostatics and Newtonian gravity (in fact just about anything involving radia-
tion, propagation from a source); and also that if the effectsuggests a world made
of loops, then electrostatics and Newtonian gravity suggest a world made of mem-
branes.

1 The Aharonov-Bohm effect

A wavefunction is split into two, which, having enclosed a (simply connected) region
ω containing a solenoid, are made to interfere on a screen. Theenclosing wavefunction
is sensitive to any enclosed electromagnetism inasmuch as the electromagnetic four-
potentialA (a one-form) contributes a phase

exp i

∮
∂ω

A

to (the wavefunction along) the boundary∂ω and hence to the interference pattern on
the screen. The electromagnetism onω is related to the circulation around the boundary
by Stokes’ theorem ∮

∂ω

A =

∫∫
ω

dA.

The electromagnetic field1 F = dA produced by the solenoid is circumscribed to a
middle regionλ ⊂ ω surrounded by an isolating region (say an annulus)λ′ = ω − λ

whereF vanishes but notA. The full Aharonov-Bohm effectcan be considered the
‘differential’ sensitivity of the interference pattern tovariations in the current through
the solenoid.

1It is perhaps easiest to think ofF as a magnetic fieldB = dA produced by a three-currentJ = d∗B

in the solenoid, whereB is a two-form,∗B the one-form Hodge-dual to it (we’re now in three dimensions),
and the three-potentialA is three-quarters of the four-potentialA ↔ (ϕ,A).
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2 The topological interpretation

The topological interpretation2 of the effect can be formulated as follows: IfA were
closed throughout a simply connected regionω it would also be exact, and hence ex-
pressible as the gradientA = dµ of a zero-formµ (a real-valued function); the flux∮

∂ω

dµ =

∫∫
ω

d2µ

through the boundary would then vanish, sinced2 = 0. But hereA is closed onλ′;
fromdA = 0|λ′ it does not follow thatA is exact, nor that the flux through the enclosing
loop vanishes: it may or may not. The existence of the source responsible for the effect
is therefore ruled out by one topology (A closed throughout a simply connected region)
but not another.

The same applies to a simply connected three-dimensional regionΩ enclosed by a
two-dimensional boundary∂Ω. If the two-formE were closed throughoutΩ it would
also be exact, and hence expressible as the curlE = dζ of a one-formζ; the flux∫∫

∂Ω

dζ =

∫∫∫
Ω

d2ζ

through the boundary would then vanish. But if the region on whichE is closed has a
hole in it, the flux through the enclosing surface may or may not vanish.

This is precisely what we have in electrostatics, where the electric fieldE = ∗dϕ is
(Hodge-dual to) the gradientdϕ of the scalar potentialϕ. The vanishing divergencedE
expresses the conservation of electricity where none is created, away from the charges
that produceE according to the Maxwell-Poisson equationdE = d∗dϕ = ρ (the
three-formρ being the charge density). If the divergencedE vanished throughout the
volumeΩ, there would be no electricity produced and hence none radiated through the
enclosing surface.3 But charges inΩ—say in a regionΛ ⊂ Ω isolated byΛ′ = Ω−Λ—
prevent electricity from being conserved throughoutΩ.

We have the same formalism in Newtonian gravity, whereϕ is the gravitational po-
tential,dϕ andE both represent gravitational force, andρ is the mass density. Gravity
would therefore be another topological effect.

Again, the topology of the region where the ‘potential’ (A or E or whatever)
is closed tells us relatively little: if the region were simply connected, conservation
would begeneralwithin the enclosing surface since there could be no holes containing
sources; and if nothing were created inside the enclosing surface, the total radiation
through it would vanish. But if the topology doesnot allow the presence of holes to be
ruled out, the presence of sources in them cannot either; andsources would produce a
flux through the enclosing surface.

A non-trivial topology cannot, on its own at any rate, rule out theabsenceof sources
either. Nor does it provide theintensityof the sources (which would, if known, tell
us the intensity of the effect—the flux through the enclosingsurface). So the full
Aharonov-Bohm effect, which can be considered ‘differential,’ is hardly accounted
for by topology.

2See Ryder (1996), Nash & Sen (2000), Nakahara (2003), Nounou(2003).
3Over and above any divergence-free electrical background that may or may not be present.
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3 A loopy world made of membranes too

Since the electromagnetic fieldF = dA = dA′ is more directly measurable thanA, it
is customary to say that the freedom expressed by the substitution

(1) A 7→ A′ = A+ dξ

(ξ being a zero-form) is unobservable—and that hence one doesn’t know quite what to
make ofA. But even if the freedom (1) to bend and twist the level surfaces ofA’s local
potential4 γ can make one wonder about the physical meaning ofA, all loops going
around the solenoid once puncture the same number of level surfaces.

It is natural to be troubled by the ontological ambiguities of A and implications
of (1). Encouraged by the more reassuring transformation properties of loops, Healey
(2007) has proposed a world made of loops. I will neither claim that the world is
not made of loops, nor that ontology and invariance are unrelated—only that in three
dimensions we have the same thing:E is also subject to a freedomE 7→ E′ = E+ dβ

invisible to the divergencedE = dE′. But again, even ifE’s local potential5 ζ can
be freely transformed, any membrane containing the source will be punctured by the
same number of field-lines ofE, radiated by the source.

If the Aharonov-Bohm effect suggests a world of loops, a world of membranes
is suggested by electrostatics and Newtonian gravity, in fact by just about any source
radiating (heat or sound or electricity or gravity or whatever) in three dimensions.
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